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SUMMARY
In order to apply exponentiation-based cryptography,
such as RSA cryptography and El Gamal cryptography, to
a wide range of practical problems, it is desired to devise
faster ciphering and deciphering processes. This paper proposes a new algorithm for improving the speed of the
exponentiation-based computation. The proposed method
is based on the idea in the exponentiation computation that
the remainder in square/multiplication with modulus n is
constructed from the remainders with moduli different from
n. More precisely, the method is based on the following two
ideas. (1) The remainder in regard to n can be constructed
from the remainder with modulus n + 1 and the remainder
with modulus n + 2. (2) It often happens that n + 1 and n +
2 can easily be factorized, even if n is a prime number or
difficult to be factorized into prime factors. Then, the
Chinese remainder theorem can be applied to the remainder calculation with those numbers as the moduli.
The bit computational complexity of the proposed
method is estimated, and it is shown, assuming the
parallel computation, that the computational complexity is less than in the conventional method. Especially
when n + 1 and n + 2 are factorized almost uniformly
into K factors, the computational complexity asymptotically follows 1/K. The proposed method will be
useful not only in the cryptography requiring the exponentiation computation, but also in improving the
speed of the signal processing that requires similar
computations. © 2000 Scripta Technica, Electron
Comm Jpn Pt 3, 83(12): 8893, 2000

1. Introduction
There exist many cryptographic methods, including
RSA cryptography [1], that are based on the exponentiation
computation xe mod n. Other examples are Rabin cryptography [2], El Gamar cryptography [3], elliptic curve cryptography [46], digital signature standard [7],
DiffieHellman key exchange system [8], and Okamoto
authentification system [9]. Of those, RSA cryptography is
one of the powerful public key cryptographies, but faster
ciphering and deciphering procedures are desired in order
to apply the method widely to practical problems. The
reason for the relatively low speed of the RSA and other
cryptographies is the low speed of the exponentiation computation for a large number such as 200 to 700 digits.
In the exponent computation xe, the number of multiplications can be reduced greatly by combining the square
and multiplication operations, not by multiplying successively x. There is also an elaboration, such as the addition
chain, to reduce the number of multiplications [10]. As
another practically powerful approach, there is a method
that replaces a part of the computation by the table search,
by utilizing the preliminary computation. There is also a
method, as in the deciphering process in RSA cryptography,
that can be applied when the prime factorization of the
modulus is known [11]. For details of those methods, see
Refs. 10, 12 and 13.
© 2000 Scripta Technica
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[Theorem 1] Let h mutually prime moduli
m1, . . . , mh and integers a1, . . . , ah be given. Then, there
exists the unique x in the range 0 d x  M m1 . . . mh,
satisfying the system of congruence equations

The method proposed in this paper is based on an idea
that is different from those methods, and can be combined
with the latter. The proposed method is based on the idea
that the remainder for modulus n is constructed from the
remainders with moduli different from n. In the already
known method based on the Chinese remainder theorem,
more than one different modulus is used. The method
proposed in this paper differs in that the remainder with
modulus n is constructed from the remainder with modulus
n + 1 and the remainder with modulus n + 2.
It may be sensible to consider what the advantage is
in using different moduli. In RSA cryptography, the modulus n is a composite number, but its prime factorization is
not known except for the decipherer. In El Gamar cryptography, the modulus is a prime number. If n + 1 and n + 2
can easily be prime factorized, the remainder operation can
be sped up by applying the Chinese remainder theorem. In
fact, n is set so that it is difficult to be prime factorized in
RSA cryptography, but such a consideration is not applied
to n + 1 and n + 2. More positively, it may be sensible to set
n so that n + 1 and n + 2 can easily be prime factorized,
although the prime factorization of n is difficult.
In short, the method proposed in this paper is to
handle the case where the modulus n is difficult or impossible to be factorized, by determining the remainder efficiently for different moduli which can easily be factorized,
and then deriving the remainder for modulus n from that
result.
Section 2 presents some definitions for the notations
and describes the Chinese remainder theorem. The exponentiation computation is briefly discussed. Section 3 presents the remainder theorem that gives the basis for the new
remainder computation proposed by the authors, together
with numerical examples. Section 4 describes the square
computation based on the remainder computation derived
in Section 3. This serves as the basis for the exponentiation
computation. Section 5 gives the estimation of the computational complexity of the new algorithm, and it is shown
that the procedure is much faster than the conventional
algorithm. Lastly, the problems left for the future are briefly
discussed.

(1)
It is given by
(2)
where

The computation that derives the solution x for the
above system of congruence equations (1), is written as
CR a, m, x , where a a1, . . . , ah and m m1, . . . , mh .
2.2. Exponentiation remainder computation
The exponentiation computation is to calculate
xe mod n. It is possible simply to calculate xe and determine
the remainder by dividing the result by n. By this method,
however, the computation steps are tremendous, and the
digits reach e times the digits of x, at the maximum. In order
to avoid this, the increase of the computation steps may be
suppressed by dividing the result each time by n to determine the remainder. In this simple method, the number of
multiplications is e  1, whereas it can be reduced to approximately 2 log2 e by the square/multiply method [10].

3. New Remainder Algorithm
This section gives a new remainder algorithm. Let
(3)
where

2. Remainder Computation Algorithm

(4)

2.1. Preliminaries

The reason for imposing condition (4) is that computations
such as X x2 mod n and xu mod n must be considered for
0 d x and u  n. In the following, it is set that

When an integer a is divided by a positive integer n,
the remainder r, 0 d r  n is given by r a mod n. It is
called the remainder with modulus n. When
a mod n b mod n, it is said that a and b are congruent with
modulus n. It is written that a { b mod n .
The Chinese remainder theorem [10], which is used
later, is described in the following without proof.

(5)
(6)
X is represented as follows in terms of y1 and y2.
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330 and y2 9202 mod 2775 = 25. In this case, y1 ! y2.
Applying Eq. (8), y { 2 u 330  25 660  25 { 635 ( mod
2773) is obtained. This agrees with the result of direct
calculation 9202 mod 2773 = 635.
As is seen from the above examples 1 and 2, two
computations of mod (n + 1) and mod (n + 2) are used,
instead of the single computation of mod n. It may seem
that the computation is made more complex, but the method
has an advantage as is shown in the next section.

[Lemma 1] Under condition (4), as well as Eqs. (5)
and (6), the following relation applies:

(7)
where k is either 0 or 1.
(Proof) Since n  2 { 1 mod n  1 and n  1 { 1
mod n  2 , t h e r e h o l d X { y1 mod n  1 a n d
X { y2 mod n  2 . Thus, Eqs. (5) and (6) are valid. It
is then shown that k is either 0 or 1. Assume first that k
< 0. Since y1 d n and y2 t 0, it follows that the right-hand
side of Eq. (7) d n  2 y1  n  1 y2  n  1 n  2 d
n  2 n  n  1 n  2  n  2  0. Since X t 0, on the
other hand, k cannot be negative.
Then, assume that k > 1. Since y1 t 0 and y2 d n  1,
the right-hand side of Eq. (7) t  n  1 2 
2 n  1 n  2 n  1 n  3 ! n  1 2. Since, on the other
hand, X d n  1 2, k cannot be larger than 1. Thus, it is
shown that k = 0 or 1, and the theorem is shown.
"
Using Lemma 1, the following theorem is obtained,
which relates y, y1, and y2.
[Theorem 2] Under the same condition as in Theorem
1, the following relations apply:

4. New Remainder Multiplication
Algorithm
The exponentiation computation can be composed of
the remainder square computation and the remainder multiplication computation:
(10)
It was shown in the previous section that
y X mod n can be derived from y1 X mod n  1 and
y2 X mod n  2 . In the following, the calculation
method sqmod for y1 and y2 is shown, which is needed in
applying the algorithm based on Theorem 2 to the calculation of Eq. (10) in the exponentiation computation. In this
algorithm, the Chinese remainder algorithm is used to
derive y1 and y2. This helps to improve the speed, but the
computational complexity is discussed in the next section.
[Preliminary computation for algorithm sqmod]
As the preliminary computation, n + 1 and n + 2 are
decomposed into products of mutually prime factors. This
need not be the prime factorization.

(8)
(9)
(Proof) It follows from Eq. (7) that
X { 2y1  y2  2k mod n . Equation (7) is rewritten as
Then, the following properties are derived from the proof
of Lemma 1. If y1 t y2, Eq. (8) is obtained since k = 0. If
y1  y2, Eq. (9) is obtained since k = 1. Thus, the theorem is
shown.
"
The following situation should be noted. In order to
determine y using Eqs. (8) and (9), mod n value of the
right-hand side must be calculated. For this, however, the
division is not required. The reason is as follows, as is easily
seen. The right-hand side is larger than n and less than 2n.
Consequently, it suffices to add or subtract n at most once.
[Example 1] Let n = 19 and X x2.
(a) When x = 11, y1 121 mod 20 1 and y2 121
mod 21 16. In this case, y1  y2. Applying Eq. (9),
y { 2  16  2 12 { 7 (mod 19) is obtained. This agrees
with the result of direct calculation 121 mod 19.
(b) When x = 13, y1 169 mod 20 9 and y2 169
mod 21 1. In this case, y1 ! y2. Applying Eq. (8),
y { 18  1 { 17 mod 19 is obtained. This agrees with the
result of direct calculations169 mod 19.
"
[Example 2] Consider the RSA cryptography example in the original paper [1]. Let n = 2773 and X x2. Then,
n  1 2774 2 u 19 u 73 and n  2 2775 3 u 55 u 37.
When x = 920, y1 9202 mod 2774 = 84640 mod 2774 =

Assuming that moduli n + 1 and n + 2 are decomposed as
above, the next algorithm receives x such that
0 d x d n  1, and outputs y x2 mod p1, . . . , ph .
[Algorithm sqmod(x, p, y)
Input: x, 0 d x d n  1, p p1, . . . , ph
Output: y x2 mod p1, . . . , ph
1. Calculate xi x mod pi, i 1, . . . , h.
2. Calculate ai x2i , i 1, . . . , h.
3. Calculate ai ai mod pi, i 1, . . . , h.
4. Calculate y by CR a, p, y .

"

The algorithm sqmod is used. y1 x2 mod n  1
and y2 x2 mod n  2 are obtained by sqmod x, p, y1
and sqmod x, q, y2 , respectively. In the above, the remainder of x2 is calculated. The remainder of xu is similarly
calculated. It suffices to add ui u mod pi in stage 1 and use
ai xiui instead of ai x2i in stage 2.
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[Example 3] Consider the same RSA cryptography
as in example 2. Let n = 2773. As preliminary computations,
n + 1 and n + 2 are decomposed:

In the method proposed in this paper, the individual
multiplication and division are separated. In this case, however, those partial computations can be executed in parallel.
This is the same method of comparison as in Quisquaters
method [11], known as the fast deciphering algorithm of
RSA cryptography, which is evaluated as 8 times faster than
the conventional method. The computational complexity in
the preliminary computation is not included. In the following, n is assumed to consist of k bits, and p1, . . . , ph and
q1, . . . , qm of l bits at the maximum.

Let p1 = 38, p2 = 73, q1 = 75, and q2 = 37. As the exponentiation computation, assume that x = 920 and y = x2 mod n
is to be calculated. The computation procedure for
sqmod(920, (38, 73), y1) is shown in the following:

[Ordinary direct method]
In the ordinary calculation of x2 mod n, the multiplication of two k-bit numbers and the division of a 2k-bit
number by a k-bit number are required. The computational
complexity for this is T0 = M(k, k) + D(2k, k) = 3k2.
[Proposed method]
The computational complexity of the sqmod algorithm is examined as follows. In order to calculate the
right-hand side of the system of congruence equations, the
division of k-bit number by l-bit number is required in stage
1, the multiplication of two l-bit numbers is required in
stage 2, and the division of 2l-bit number by l-bit number
is required in stage 3. In total, the computational complexity
is D(k, l) + M(l, l) + D(2l, l) = l(k − l) + 2l2 + l2 = l(k + 2l),
which is needed for each i.
In solving the system of congruence equations, the
multiplication of l-bit number and k-bit number, as well as
the division of (k + l)-bit number by k-bit number, are
required. Then, the total is M(k, l) + D(k + l, k) = l(2k + l).
Thus, the computational complexity of the proposed
method is T = 3l(k + l).
Especially when l = k / 2 as in the previous numerical
example, T = 9 / 4k2, which is 3/4 of the direct method.
When l = k / K in general, T = K +2 1 T0. When K = 4, for
K
example, the computational complexity can be reduced to
approximately 30%. When K is further increased, the computational complexity asymptotically approaches 1/K. In
the exponentiation computation xe mod n, the numbers of
the square operations and multiplications are, respectively,
the same in the direct method and the proposed method, and
the ratio of the computational complexities of the two
methods is also T/T0.

4. Solving the following system of congruence equations, y1 = 330 is obtained:

Similarly, y2 = 25 is obtained from sqmod(920, (75, 37),
y2). From y1 = 330 and y2 = 25, y = 2 × 330  25 = 635 is
obtained by Eq. (8) of Theorem 2, as was already seen in
Example 2.
"

5. Computational Complexity
In this section, the computational complexity is compared between the ordinary direct method and the proposed
method for the remainder square/multiplication computation. The additions and subtractions are not counted, and
the computational complexity is considered only for the
multiplications and divisions. It is assumed that parallel
computation is not used in each multiplication or division,
and ordinary straightforward computation is applied. As in
Ref. 14, the standard bit computational complexity is considered. Then, the computational complexities for the multiplication and the division are given, respectively, as
follows:

6. Conclusions
When modulus n is a prime number or a composite
number for which prime factorization is difficult, the speed
of the exponentiation computation cannot be improved by
utilizing the Chinese remainder theorem. In this paper, the
property is noted that the prime factorization of n + 1 and
n + 2 is not always difficult, and it is shown that the

M(k, l) = computational complexity for k × l bit number
= l(k + l)
D(k, l) = computational complexity for k ÷ l bit number
= l(k − l)
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remainder for mod n can be determined from the remainders y1 and y2 with those as the modulus. It is shown that
the Chinese remainder theorem can be applied to the calculation of y1 and y2, and the remainder multiplication can be
realized with less computational complexity. It is shown
that the proposed computation method is useful in improving the speed of the exponentiation-based cryptography,
such as RSA cryptography and El Gamar cryptography.
The effectiveness of the proposed method is examined as follows. The effectiveness of the method depends
strongly on whether or not n + 1 and n + 2 can be decomposed into smaller prime factors. When an integer x not
greater than a is selected at random, the maximum prime
factor is less than a0.6 with a probability of approximately
50% [10]. In other words, when a is a k-bit number, it is
expected with a probability of 1/2 that the maximum prime
factor of an integer not greater than a is of at most 0.6k bit.
If n is set so that it is decomposed into three or more prime
factors, the computational complexity will further be decreased. When n is the public key of RSA cryptography, if
n + 1 and n + 2 are publicized in the factorized forms, the
preliminary computation in ciphering is made unnecessary.
In this paper, the remainders for n + 1 and n + 2 are
used, but it will be possible to use the remainder of n + a as
a more general approach. In the evaluation of the computational complexity, the bit complexity of the algorithm is
simply used as the measure, but a more practical measure
for the computational complexity may be considered. The
author hopes that the method proposed herein will effectively be used to improve the speed of the signal processing,
where the cryptography accompanying the exponentiation
computation or similar computations is being used alone or
combined with other methods.
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